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Abstract: Agriculture is one of the most essential and widely practiced occupations in India and it also plays a vital role in the 

development of our country [1]. Around 60 percent of the total land in this country is used for agriculture to meet the needs of 1.2 

billion people, so improving crop prediction is therefore seen as a significant aspect of agriculture. Basically if one has a piece of land, 

she or he needs to know what kind of crop can be grown in this area [2, 3]. Agriculture also depends on various soil properties. 

Production of crops is also a difficult task since it involves factors like soil type, temperature, humidity etc. If it is possible to find the 

crop before sowing it, it would be of great help to the farmers and the other people involved to make appropriate decisions on the 

storage and business side [4-6]. The proposed project would solve agricultural problems by monitoring the agricultural area on the 

basis of soil properties and recommending the most appropriate crops to farmers, thereby helping them to significantly increase the crop 

productivity. In this work, the modelling makes use of different Machine Learning Techniques such that it gives the information which 

includes soil ingredients, rainfall, quantity of crops, production of crops with respect to temperature of that area etc. which would 

definitely be beneficial for the farmers.  
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1. Introduction 
 

Agriculture always plays a major role in the lives of every 

individual. From the old time itself agriculture is considered 

to be one of the main practice practiced in India. In older 

times, people used to cultivate crops in their own lands in 

order to meet their requirements and interest.  

 

The decision of the farmers regarding which type of crops 

and vegetables to grow in his land generally depends on his 

intuition and many other factors such as making huge profits 

within a short period of time, lack of awareness about the 

demand in the market and also the soil’s potential to support 

the growth of a particular type of crop and many more.  

 

Agriculture produce is subjected to various risks, which are 

not only confined to production risk pertaining to weather, 

pest but also the demand and supply of various countries, 

other policy and economic factors. High price volatility has 

been a major concern in the past few years both for farmers 

and consumers. The main purpose of price prediction is to 

help producers manage their price risk and take informed 

decisions. Machine Learning has proved to be better than the 

traditional time series method of price prediction using many 

linear and non-linear forecasting models.  

 

The scope of this work is to determine the crop yield of an 

area by considering dataset with some features which are 

important or related to crop production such as temperature, 

moisture, rainfall, and production of the crop in previous 

years. To predict a continuous value, regression models are 

used. It is a supervised technique. The coefficients are pre-

processed and fit into the trained data during training and 

construction the regression model. The main focus here isto 

be able to produce the final output of the district-wise crop 

yield production per year. As a result of which the farmers 

would be benefited to make their decisions wisely without 

being subjected to any losses.  

 

2. Theory 
 

Agriculture is the practice of cultivating plants trees and live 

stocks. Agriculture is and was the key development of the 

rise of sedentary human civilization, whereby farming of 

domesticated species created food surpluses that enabled 

people to live in cities and villages.  

 

After gathering wild grains beginning at least 100, 000 years 

ago, farmers began to plant them around 11, 000 years ago. 

Pigs, cows, and cattle were domesticated over 10, 000 years 

ago. Plants were independently cultivated in at least 11 

regions of the world. Industrial agriculture based on large-

scale monoculture in the twentieth century came to dominate 

agricultural output, though about 2 billion people still 

depended on agriculture [7, 8].  

 

Modern agronomy, plant breeding, agrochemicals such as 

pesticides and fertilizers, and technological developments 

have sharply increased crop yields, while causing 

widespread ecological and environmental damage. Selective 

breeding and modern practices in animal husbandry have 

similarly increased the output of meat, but have raised 

concerns about animal welfare and environmental damage. 

Environmental issues include contributions to global 

warming, depletion of aquifers, deforestation, antibiotic 

resistance, and growth hormones in industrial meat 

production. Agriculture is both a cause of and sensitive to 

environmental degradation, such as biodiversity loss, 

desertification, soil degradation and global warming, all of 

which can cause decreases in crop yield. Genetically 

modified organisms are widely used, although some are 

banned in certain countries.  

 

To advantage the cultivating from the new worldwide 

market, get admission to potential outcomes, the inward 

rural promoting device inside the United States of America 

moreover wishes to be joined and strengthened. In 
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interesting, the commercial centre contraption must be 

revived to:  

 

Provide impetuses to Farmer to deliver more. Pass on the 

changing over wishes of the purchasers to the makers to 

empower producing making arrangements. Foster genuine 

challenge a considerable lot of the market players and To 

improve the offer of Farmers in the last expense of his rural 

produce.  

 

Today the farmers develop crops dependent on the 

experience picked up from the past age. Since the customary 

technique for cultivating is polished there exists an 

overabundance or shortage of yields without gathering the 

real necessity. The farmers don't know about the interest that 

happens in the current horticultural economy. This results in 

the misfortune to the Farmers.  

 

3. Proposed Model 
 

 
Figure: Model of the System 

 

The proposed project is a model which can predict the crop 

based on the soil nutrient values given as the input [9, 10]. 

We have taken a diverse dataset concentrating on various 

factors like Production, Area, Temperature, Rainfall, Air 

Quality Index, Amount of NO2, SO2, Suspended particular 

matter since studies show that their excessive presence can 

have grave effects on photosynthesis (excessive SO2 causes 

the widening of stomata and leads to excessive water loss, 

excessive NO2 and SO2 causes acid rain which can have 

acute effects on the growth of crops) leading to poor and 

unhealthy crop yield.  

 

1) Collection of dataset 

The accuracy of a machine learning algorithm may depend 

on the number of parameters used and to the extent of 

correctness of the dataset [6]. Our dataset contains the N, P, 

K, and pH values of different kinds of soils as attributes and 

it also contains the corresponding crops that can be grown in 

that soil as label. Thus, by using an appropriate machine 

learning algorithm we can train the dataset to predict the 

most suitable crop that can be grown under the given input 

parameters.  

 

2) Data pre-processing 

Data preprocessing is the second step and it contains two 

steps. Original dataset can contain lots of missing values so 

initially all these should be removed. Missing values are 

denoted by a dot in the dataset and their presence can 

deteriorate the value of entire data and it can reduce the 

performance. So, to solve this problem we replace these 

values with large negative values which will be treated as 

outliers by the model. Generating the class labels is the 

second step. Since we are using a supervised learning 

method, for each entry in the dataset there should be a class 

label which is created during the preprocessing step.  

 

3) Machine Learning Algorithms 

Different Machine Learning algorithms have been used in 

order to fetch the desired results. They are as follows:  

 

a) k-Nearest Neighbour:  

In this algorithm, the input provided will be the k nearest 

training examples of the dataset and the output will depend 

on whether it is a classification or regression problem. 

Basically, it works based on the minimum distance from the 

given input value which is soil values to the trained values to 

find the nearest k neighbours and afterwards those with 

majority is taken to be as the output prediction to predict the 

crop label. To find which is most similar to the given 

instance distance measure is used. Mostly, by default 

Euclidean distance is used as a distance measure. It is 

calculated by the given formula [11],  

d = √ [(x2 – x1) 
2
 + (y2 – y1) 

2
] 

where,  

• (x1, y1) are the coordinates of one point.  

• (x2, y2) are the coordinates of the other point.  

• d is the distance between (x1, y1) and (x2, y2).  

 

b) Decision Tree:  

A decision tree is a non-parametric method of supervised 

learning technique. Throughout the process a tree like 

structure is formed. In this, the dataset is broken down to 

build upon the tree subsequently. Finally, the resulting 

output is a tree like structure with both decision nodes and 

leaf nodes. Decision nodes can either have two or more 

branches while the leaf nodes indicate the final nodes 

representing classification or regression result. The topmost 

node is the root node and the one with higher gain (or gini 

index) value is taken to be the root. Decision trees have the 

ability to classify both categorical and numerical data.  

 

Regression Analysis is a form of predictive modelling 

technique which investigates the relationship between a 

dependent (target) and independent variable (predictor). The 

Regression model used for prediction process are as follows:  

• Gradient Boosting Regressor 

• XGBoost Regressor 

 

Gradient Boosting Regressor: It is a Machine Learning 

Technique for regression, classification tasks, which 

produces a prediction model in the form of an ensemble of 

weak prediction models, typically decision trees. The key 

idea is to set the target outcomes for the next model in order 

to minimize the error.  
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The following steps are involved in gradient boosting:  

• F0 (x) – with which we initialize the boosting algorithm 

– is to be defined:  

 
 The gradient of the loss function is computed iteratively:  

 
 Each hm (x) is fit on the gradient obtained at each step 

 The multiplicative factor γm for each terminal node is 

derived and the boosted model Fm (x) is defined:  

 
 

4) Trained Model 

Trained models are obtained after applying the dataset to the 

machine learning algorithms. Our project suggests a crop 

prediction system which is based on the K-Nearest 

Neighbour algorithm. Soil properties such as amount of 

nitrogen dioxide, sulphur dioxide, suspended particulate 

matter are taken as input to the model since their excessive 

presence can have grave effects on photosynthesis leading to 

poor and unhealthy crop yield. So in order to inform the 

farmers about these conditions we are training the datasets 

of crop yield of all the states according to these factors too.  

 

4. Result and Discussion 
 

We have taken a diverse dataset concentrating on various 

factors like Production, Area, Temperature, Rainfall, Air 

Quality Index, etc.  

 

In this project, we have trained all the state wise data of 

India according to the number of lines of data we have. Also 

we are training the state wise information followed by 

different crop details including area, production, rainfall, 

yield (tones/ hectares).  

 

 

5) Testing Data 

While training or testing the data, the data set is split into 

two sets. Here, in this model we have done 70% Training 

and 30% Testing. With correct implementation of Machine 

Learning techniques, Feature Engineering, Outlier 

Correction, and extensive use of multiple ensemble 

techniques like XGBoost, Gradient Boost we have achieved 

90% accuracy in predicting the crop yield.  
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5. Results 
 

We have trained the results of all the states of India.  

 

Since, Tamil Nadu is the 3
rd

 largest producer of rice crop 

and their government site had all the updated data year wise, 

we predicted the final output considering that, so as to get a 

better understanding and analysis of district wise crop yield 

production. Below are the results of our model:  

 
 

 
 

District Wise Crop yield production is done successfully 

with respect to factors like season, year, district, production, 

area, rainfall, production, suspended particulate matter, 

NO2, S02 present in the soil and lastly temperature. The 

output is as follows:  
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If we hover through it we would be able to see the crop yield 

of each district.  

 

End to end product prototype would help the farmers to 

actually understand and analyze the problems themselves 

and come up with a solution to improve their yield.  

 

6. Discussion and Conclusion 
 

6.1 Discussion 

 

In this project, we shall also try to investigate the possibility 

of Crop Rotation in particular piece of farming land by 

evaluating different parameters like Production, Area of crop 

field, Temperature, Rainfall, Season, Crop Type and Air 

Quality Index of historic data.  

 Thus we also inferred from our exercise that data 

transformation is a very important aspect of creating a 

model which is usually neglected and more importance is 

given to the hyper parameter tuning of the model.  

 This will help the policymakers of the state to determine 

the budget. If the production of a crop observes a 

declining trend, then they can plan to implement the 

schemes at an early stage. This in return will save the 

state from shortage of a product.  

 

7. Future Plan 
 

 Working on building a Power Bi dashboard for real time 

analysis of crops. We will a try to build the front end API 

and link it to the backend Machine Learning model 

which would predict the particular crop just by entering 

the temperature of that area and the particular soil 

requirements. This would be more convenient for the 

farmers to be very particular about their decision.  

 Investigating the idea of crop rotation on a piece of land 

to be more precise. This could be done by using higher 

Machine Learning algorithms like CAT Booster, XG-

Booster.  
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